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Anisotropy of superconductors is taken into account within the framework of the Gor'kov 
method. 1 The electron-phonon interaction is not considered small, but the smallness of the 
sound velocity in comparison with the Fermi velocity is explicitly taken into account. It is 
shown that the low-temperature region T « T c is divided into two regions in which the be
havior of the sound attenuation as a function of direction and temperature is significantly 
different. Sound absorption exhibits some peculiarities at low temperatures in semiconduc
tors possessing Fermi surfaces of the "corrugated" type. The problem of the possibility 
of determining the energy gap from data on the attenuation of ultrasound is analyzed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY several works have appeared which 
are devoted to the study of the effects of anisotropy 
in superconductors. There is first the theoretical 
work of Khalatnikov, 2 which is devoted to the aniso
tropy of heat conduction, and the experimental re
searches on the measurement of heat capacity, 3 

heat conduction4 and ultrasonic absorption. 5•6 

The natural purpose of the experimental re
searches was the determination of the energy gap 
!::.. as a function of direction. However, as theory 
shows, 2 at temperatures T much less than the 
transition temperature T c• the thermal conductiv
ity is determined only by the minimum value of the 
energy gap, while a significant anisotropy in the 
thermal conductivity arises only in the case in 
which there are two minima for !::.. (in opposite di
rections). Therefore, information on!::.. obtained 
from experimental data on thermal conductivity is 
very limited. 

So far as research on the measurement of ultra
sonic absorption is concerned, 5•6 the authors there
in, in their treatment of the experimental data, 
made use of the formula for the ratio as/ an, in
troduced by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (de
noted below as BCS) for the isotropic case 
(as, an- absorption coefficients of ultrasound in 
the superconducting and normal states, respec
tively): 

f(x) = (ex+ It', ~ == IjT . (1) 

As will be shown in our work, Eq. (1) is not 
valid in the anisotropic case. The quantity f ({3!::..) 
appears in the correct formula; it is averaged with 

some weight of very complicated form along the 
line (on the Fermi surface) on which the Fermi 
velocity is perpendicular to the direction of sound 
propagation. Therefore, experiments on the ultra
sonic attenuation generally give incomplete infor
mation on the function !::.. ( n ), although the results 
are much more fruitful than the measurements of 
thermal conductivity. 

Moreover, Eq. (1) at low temperatures does not 
reflect a number of peculiarities which are proper
ties of the anisotropic superconductors. Although 
the ultrasonic absorption in a given direction ac
tually falls off exponentially with temperature, it 
is shown that the exponent, generally speaking, 
depends on the direction. At very low tempera
tures (see Sec. 4), the exponent does not depend on 
the direction but then the absorption has anomalies 
along certain directions. 

Finally, the approximation made in the work of 
BCS (the smallness of the interaction constant be
tween electrons ) is found to be insufficient for the 
correct description of sound absorption in the re
gion of low temperatures. In this connection, we 
shall construct a theory in which the quantity c/vF 
is used as a small parameter ( c - sound velocity, 
VF -velocity of the electron on the Fermi surface ). 

2. THE ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION 
GREEN'S FUNCTION 

We shall limit ourselves to consideration of the 
interaction of electrons with phonons, which we 
shall describe by a Hamiltonian of the Frohlich 
type: 7 

H = L] Ys (p, q) a;aP+qb7q + Herro. conj. 
s, p, q (2) 
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where a-p, ap are the creation and annihilation op
erators of electrons and holes with momentum p: 
bsq is the creation operator of a phonon with mo
mentum q and polarization s ( s = 1, 2, 3 ); 
'Y s ( p, q) is the matrix element of the energy of 
interaction. For sufficiently small q ( q « Po ~ rr/a, 
where a is the lattice constant) 'Ys ( p, q) can be 
represented in the form* 

Ys (p, q) = ~s (q) go (p), ~; (q) = 11:2\ (n) w~ (q) I p0 , 

n = qlq. (3) 

Here, w~ (q) -frequency of a phonon with momen
tum q and polarization s; A.s( n)- nondimensional 
function of the interaction. As usual, w~ ( q) 
= cs(n)q, where cs(n) -sound velocity, g0(p) 
-some dimensionless function which describes 
the anisotropy of the interaction. 

Following Matsubara, 8 we introduce the Green's 
function (more precisely, tensor) of the phonons: 

D,,,(q, 't'- 't'') = i <T~b, (q,'t') b; (q, 't'')) ~. (p) ~s' (q), (4) 

where <A> denotes the trace of e-~(H-JLN)A and 

b5 (p, 't') = e~Hb, (p) e-~H, b; (p, 't') = e~Hb; (p) e-~H. 

As Gor'kov has shown, 1 in the case of a super
conductor the electrons are described by two 
Green's functions G and F, which we shall define 
as: 

G (p, 't'- 't'') = i (T.,a (p, 't') a+ (p, t')) g0 (p), (5) 

F (p, 't'- 't'') = <N 1 ell<H-!1N) Ta+ (p, 't') a+(- p, 't'') 1 N 

+ 2) go (p). (6) 

In Eq. (6), < N I, IN+ 2 > are the microcanoni
cal states with N and N + 2 particles, correspond
ing to the given temperature. 

In what follows we shall transform from the 
"time" representation of the functions, D, G, F 
[Eqs. (4), (5), (6)] to the "representation of imag
inary frequencies," developed in references 9 and 
10. We shall use for construction of the functions 
Dss' ( q, iwn ), G( p, iT)n ), and F( p, iT)n) (where 
wn = 2mrT, T)n = ( 2n + 1) 1rT ), a diagram technique 
in which the "zero" Green's functions correspond 
to the lines: 
D~s' = 6,,D,, D, (q, iwn) = 2~~ (q) w~ (q) / [w~2 (q) + w~J, 

(7) 
00 (p, i'l]n ) = go (p) I(£~ - i'l]n), (8) 

(9) 

where, as usual, 

*It would have been more accurate to write Ys (p, q) in the 
form of a sum of products of the type (3), which would have 
greatly complicated the calculations without changing the 
results. 

(10) 

Here vF is considered to be dependent on the di
rection; the Fermi surface ~ p = 0 represents 
some arbitrary surface in momentum space. For 
a given choice of "zero" Green's functions, the 
elementary vertex in the diagram corresponds to 
the factor - i. 

We introduce the polarization operator II in the 
usual way: 

(11) 
r, r' 

It is obvious that in our definition of the Green's 
functions (4) and (7)- (9) the operator IIrr' does 
not depend on the indices r, r': 

IIrr' =II. (12) 

Substituting (12) in (11), and solving the com
plete set of equations relative to Dss', we get 

D,,, = 6,,,D, +D,D,,ITI (1-DII), D =l;D,. (13) 

The frequency and damping of the acoustic vibra
tions are determined by the poles w = Ws( q) of 
the functions Dss'(q, w ), which are analytically 
continued with discrete imaginary values w = iwn 
in the complex plane w. We recall that Dss'( q, w) 
should be analytic in the upper half-plane of w; 
the poles ws( q) should located in the lower half
plane close to the real axis. Obviously, the poles 
Dss' ( q, w) coincide with the roots of the equation 

1 -DII = 0. (14) 

We emphasize that the poles Ds are not the poles 
Dss' (for II~ 0 ). 

The Dyson equations for the functions D, G, F 
can be found in the work of the author . 11 In the 
equations described there [Eqs. (3)- (8)] obvious 
changes should be made corresponding to the 
transition from integration over the frequency to 
summation, and also corresponding to summation 
over the polarizations. 

It can be shown (compare reference 12) that in 
the regions of interest to us ( w ~ cq) the com
plete vertex part r 1 can be replaced by unity, with 
accuracy up to a small quantity ,..., cfvF, and r 2 

by zero. 
This makes it possible to apply the method de

veloped by Migdal for the solution of the Dyson 
equations 12 (see also reference 13).- However, we 
have a direct interest only in the attenuation of the 
ultrasound. Therefore we shall not be concerned 
here with the exact solution of the Dyson equations, 
but shall note only some properties of G and F, 
which are necessary in what follows. We write 
down the Dyson equations for G and F: 
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FIG. 1 

G (p) = G0 (p) + [Go (p) 1:1 (p) G (p) 

- G0 (p) 1:z (p) F (p)J g0 1 (p), 

F (p) = [G0 (- p) 1:1 (- p) F (p) 

+Go(- p) 1:z (p) G( p)l g0 1 (p), 

(15) 

(16) 

where p is the 4-vector ( p, i1Jn ). The operators 
of the "self energy" !:1, !: 2 in the given approxi
mation are determined by the diagrams of Fig. 1, 
where the smooth lines correspond to the complete 
Green's functions. 

First we note that the values ~ P » 1:::.. play a 
role in !:1, and therefore !:1( p) has practically the 
same value as in a normal metal. Furthermore, 
for values of T of interest to us (below the de
generacy temperature) the function !:1( p) is al
most independent of T, and we can replace it by 
the value at zero temperature. We now introduce 
the function GM( p ) 

GM (p) =Go (p) [1- g0 1 (p) Go (p) 1:1 (p)]-1. (17) 

The function GM( p) is identical with that found 
by Migdal12 for the normal metal (naturally, with 
account of anisotropy and replacement of 1J for 
i1Jn ). In reference 12 it was shown (the proof and 
result are only slightly changed upon considera
tion of anisotropy ) that G1i ( p ) has the form 

GM.1 (p) = (~p- cp (n; 11)) g0 1 (p), n = pIp, (18) 

where cp(n, 1J) is an odd function of 1J, while 
Im cp « Re cp both for 1J « w0 and for 1J » w0 ( w0 
- Debye frequency ) [the factor g0 1 ( p ) is, of 
course, absent in reference 12]. 

Solving the system (15), (16) with account of the 
definition (17), we obtain 

G(p, '11) = ( o u~2 - o v~2. ) go(P), 
eP -(jl (n, f]) EP + (jl (n, f]) 

(19) 

~. ( 1 1 ) ( ) F (p, '11) = -o o + o ( go P • 
2EP EP- q> (n, f]) ep + q> n, f]) 

(20) 

where 

uo2 =_!_(I -!--to ;eo) vo2= 2.. (1 _to ;eo\ eo2 = ~02 + 1:;2 p 2 'op p • p 2 'op p/. p I! 2 • 

(21) 

while the dependence of !:2 on I pI and 1J can be 
neglected. 

The energy of the electron in the superconductor 
is determined by the roots of the equation 

cp ('11) = e~. (22) 

C>C> 
FIG. 2 

We denote the solution of this equation by € p· 
Equation (22) reduces to a certain renormalization 
of the quantities ~ p and !:2 (we emphasize that 
the renormalization of ~p and !::! is the same). 
Therefore, we can write Eqs. (19), (20) in the form 

G (p, '11) = ( Ep~fJ - EPv~ 11) g (p) +A (p, '1']), 

F(p,T])=~~:)(ep-=-11 + e.,:fJ )g(p) +B(p,T]). (23) 

The functions without the index refer to the renor
malized quantities; 1:::.. ( p) (the energy gap) is the 
renormalized !: 2• The functions A (p,1J), B (p, 1J) 
no longer have divergencies and are single-valued 
in the complex plane 1J with two cuts along the 
real axis ( ± 1:::.., ± oo ). 11• 13 However, in the approx
imation which we have made we have, for real 1J, 
Im A = Im B = 0, while Re A and Re B are single
valued functions of 1). 

3. THE ATTENUATION OF THE ULTRASOUND 

We shall make a detailed study of the function 
II ( p, iwn) which is defined by the diagram of Fig. 
2: 

TI (q, iffin) = ( 2:)3 }J~d3p [G (p) G (p- q) 

- F (p) F (p- q)l. (24) 

It is convenient to go from summation over 1Jn 
to integration by means of 

i I f311 T 2J · · · - 4n .) dT] th 2 · .. , (25)* 
lln r 

where r is a contour consisting of two straight 
lines parallel to the imaginary axis 1J. In integra
tion over 1J, we deform the contour r so that 
there remain residues at the poles 1J = ± Ep or in
tegrals over the cuts. By virtue of the remark 
made in Sec. 2, the integrals over the cuts vanish 
in our approximation. Further, components ap
pear of the type 

(2!)3, ~ d3pg(p) u~A (p- q, ep- ffi). (26) 

The integration here is effectively carried out over 
the regions in which p,..., p0, Ep ,..., w0• We shall be 
interested in the values q « p0, w « w0• There
fore, these components contribute a real constant 
quantity to II. The remaining component has the 
form · 

*th =tanh. 
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X (e -e·~- iwn + e-/+ iwJ + (th ~28 + th ~;') 
( u2v' 2 + /';./';.' (4ee' v2u'2 + /';./';.' /4ee')} 

X e + e'- iwn + e + e' + iwn · <27) 
Here the unprimed quantities have the argument p 
and the primed ones the argument p - q. In order 
to go from the function (27), which is defined at the 
discrete values w == iwn, to the function II' ( q, w ), 
which is analytic in the upper hail-plane of w, it 
is necessary to replace iwn by w + io everywhere 
in (14). Then we find Re II', Im II' by assuming 
w to be real. For the reason given in the study of 
(26) we can regard Re II' as a constant. Im II has 
the form 

Im IT= 2 (~n)s ~ d3p g2{(f' -f) (u2u' 2 +v2v' 2- ~~;.) (<'l(e-8'-w) 

-<'l(e-e' +w)) + (th ~; + th ~~·) [( u2v'2 + ~e~:) 

x6(e+e'-w)-(u'2v2 + ~e~:)<'l(e+e' +w)]}· 

(28) 
The components in (28) which are proportional to 
o ( € + €' ± w ) are brought about by processes of 
decay of the phonon into an electron-hole pair, and 
only make a non-zero contribution to the damping 
of the phonons above the threshold 11 Wth = 2t. ( Wth 
,..., 10 11 - 10 12 cps ) . We shall be interested in much 
lower frequencies for which the damping is deter
mined by components with o(€- €' ± w). 

We first note that both components are equal. 
Further, under our assumptions, we set ~ == ~', 
u == u', v == v', and € == €' [of course, this is im
possible to do in arguments of o functions and in 
f ( /3€')]. Equation (28) then takes the form 

I IT - 1 (' d3 2 ( ~· m - (2n)• J pg p) 82 [f (~e -~w) 

- f (~e)] <'l (e- e' - w). (29) 
The functions f (/3€ ), f ( /3€ - fjw) limit the integra
tion over ; in (29) to the region ; ,..., ~. We then 
make the additional assumption that vq « ~ (for 
real phonons, this corresponds to frequencies 
w < 10 10 ). Then, in the important region of inte
gration, € » vq, and € - E' can be put in the 
form 

e - e' = vq £,/e. (30) 

Substituting (30) in (29), and neglecting the small 
quantities ,..., cjv, we get 

Im IT = (2~)2 ~ d3p f- (f (~e- ~w) - f (~e)) g2<'l (vq). (31) 

We transform in the integral (31) to integration 
over ; and over the surface ; == const. Making 

use of the fact that the integration over ; is lim
ited to the region ; == const, which is small in 
comparison with p., we can transform the integral 
(31) in the following way: 

Im IT = (2n~•q ~ ~; g2 (n) 6 (cos X) r de (f (~e - ~w)- f (~e)), 
a (32) 

where x is the angle between the direction of the 
Fermi velocity and the direction of propagation of 
the sound. If w « T (this case exists in real ex
periments ), then we obtain 

I IT 2 w('dcr 
ill = (21t)2 q j Vp f (~~) g2 (n) <')(COS JC). 

We note that for real phonons ( w ,..., cq ) the 
ratio Im II/Re IT is of the order ( cjv) e -13~, 
where we choose for ~ the minimum value of 
~ ( p) on the line cos x == 0. 

(33) 

Equation (14), which determines the ultrasonic 
dispersion, has the form 

n• ~ 1..8 (n) OJ~2 (q) 1 . lm II 
Po s w~2 (q)- w2 = Re II- t (R.e II)2 • 

(34) 

The first term on the right side of (34) reduces to 
the finite renormalization of the sound velocity, 
while the second corresponds to the damping. In 
view of its smallness, it is evident that the damp
ing can be written in the form 

as (q) = Im W 8 (q) = 'Vs (n) W 8 (q) Im IT, (35) 

where vs(n) is some function of the direction that 
has not been measured experimentally. 

Equations (35) and (33) show that the damping of 
the sound has a clearlyexpressed anisotropy. 

We can eliminate the function vs(n) by consid
ering the ratio of the damping of the sound in the 
superconductor (35) to the corresponding value 
an ( q) in the normal metal, since the formula for 
an( q) is identical with (35) if we set f ( /3~) == % 
in Eq. (33) for Im II. The formula obtained by 
elimination of vs( n) is the analogue of Eq. (1) for 
the anisotropic case: 

:• = 2 (f (~~))n, 
n 

<<Jl>n = -, g2 (n') <'l (cos X) <p (n') ---, g2 (n') <'l (cos ;c). (36) ~ dcr' I~ dcr' 
Vp Vp 

Unfortunately, a second unmeasurable function 
g2(n), which enters into (36), does not permit us 
to draw any conclusions about ~(n). 

4. ULTRASONIC ABSORPTION IN THE REGION 
OF LOW TEMPERATURES 

Let us now consider the region of low tempera
tures /3D. « 1. We can carry out integration in 
Eq. (29) over ; , obtaining 
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Im TI = (:~~2q ~ :; I c~·s~ xI exp [- ~L\ ( 1- v} ::s•x r•;,] . 
(37) 

Here the integration is not extended over the re
gion cos x < cfvF. We transform to integration 
over the stereographic projection of the Fermi 
surface, where we use x as the polar angle: 

da = K-1 (X, <p) d (cos X) d<p, (38) 

where K (X, cp) is the Gaussian curvature of the 
Fermi surface. Let ( Xo• cp0 ) be the point at which 
~(x, cp) has an absolute minimum, equal to ~0• 

and cos Xo ,.., 1. Then ( Xo• cp 0 ) is a stationary 
point of the integrand of (37), the contribution of 
which I0 in 1m II is determined by the equation 

I ~ L~ ~ - 1- exp [-Btl ( 1-_c'-) -'/•] 
0 - 4np q Kv} I cos> Xo I · 0 v} cos2 X, ' 

a·~ a•tJ. ( a•tJ. \' 
pllo = a (cos X)2 iJcp2 - a (cos X) acp) . (39) 

In Eq. (39), all the functions are taken at the point 
of the minimum ( Xo· 'Po). 

Because of the smallness of cfvF the region of 
small cos x can make a relatively large contribu
tion to the integral (37). For the investigation of 
the contribution of I1 in 1m II from this region, it 
is convenient to introduce the variable u = cfvF 
x cos X· We have 

21t 1 

I 1 == f~ \ d<p \ du2 g2ll exp [- ~ll (1- u2) -'/,+In ul. 
Il'l q J j Kv 

0 cfvF F (40) 

The equation determining the saddle point has 
the form 

~!'J.u 1 iJ!'J. c -'1 
(1- u•)'/,-u- ~a (cos X) vFu' (1 - u2) • = 0. (41) 

We shall consider the last component on the 
right side of (41) to be small (below, we shall ex
plain when this is valid). Then Eq. (41) has the 
solution u = (,8~)- 112 . The condition under which 
the approximations we have made are valid has 
the form ( ,8~ )312 cfvF « 1. In this approximation, 
I1 reduces to the form 

_ 2n 

I --.I 11 ro \ d g• ~" (42) 
1 - Jl 2e 4n2q J <p Kv} e- · 

0 

Here all the functions are evaluated for cos x 
= 0. The integration over cp in (42) can also be 
carried out in explicit form by making use of the 
large quantity ,8~: 

I = 1 ~_]£__ (r.lflo) -•;, ex (- BL\(n)) (43) 
1 4n f2ea q Kv} t' p ' ' 

where ~ (n) is the minimum value of ~ on the cir
cle cos x = 0 perpendicular to the direction n; 
a~0 is the value of the derivative a 2~jacp 2 at the 

minimum point on the circle. From (39) and (43), 
we get 

I1/I0 =(v2jc2 V~Ll) exp {-~(ll(n)_fl0)}. (44) 

Let us consider two limiting cases. 
1. Let I 1/~ » 1 in (44). For the majority of 

"pure" superconductors, only this case is amen
able to experimental investigation at the present 
time ( since the attainable values of ,8~ have the 
order of ,.., 10 ). We note that the condition 
(,8~ )312 cfvF « 1 is presumed to be satisfied be
forehand. 

With the aid of (35) and (43) we obtain 
~~-- (n) a 5 ~ffi8 (q) v T!Tcexp (- L\ IT). (45) 

Equation (45) shows that as increases expo
nentially with temperature, while the exponent de
pends on the direction. This conclusion is con
firmed by experimental data given in references 
5 and 6. 

We proceed to the problem of establishing ~( n) 
from the known function as( q ). For simplicity, 
we consider the case of azimuthal symmetry of 
~( n ). Let the direction corresponding to the min
imum of~ (n) coincide with the axis of symmetry, 
and ~ ( J) increase monotonically from the pole to 
the equator. Then the following formula clearly 
holds: 

ll(fr) = ll (rc/2- 'fr). (46) 

Thus in this case the experimental measurements 
make it possible to establish ~ ( J) completely and 
uniquely. 

However, in the case in which some finite angle 
.Jo corresponds to the minimum of ~ ( J) on the 
sphere, the values of ~ ( J) [and, consequently, 
lnas(J)] for the angles J > Tr/2- Jo will be iden
tical and Eq. (46) makes it possible to establish 
~ ( J) only for the angles J > Jo (the symmetry 
J ~ 1r - J is presumed everywhere). In particu
lar, for Jo = Tr/2, we can only establish the values 
of the minimum of ~0 • 

The situation considered above is obviously 
typical in the sense that in the establishment of 
~( n) according to as( q) "white spots" appear on 
the sphere. Detailed analysis of the different pos
sibilities which arise in the absence of azimuthal 
symmetry, the presence of certain minima of 
~(n), etc., will be given in a separate communica
tion. 

2. Let It/~ « 1 in (44). Making use of (35) 
and (43), we get 

as (q) = Av. (n) ffis (q) (c/vF)2 e-flt>, ~I cos3 X0 j-1, (47) 

where x is the angle between the direction q and 
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the velocity at the minimum point of ~. A is a 
constant of the order of unity (the summation is 
extended over all points of absolute minimum of 
~). In the derivation of Eq. (47), it was assumed 
that the coincidence of the values of ~( n) and the 
different points of the minimum is not accidental 
but a consequence of the symmetry. 

The behavior of as predicted by Eq. (47) is 
substantially different from the first case. We 
turn our attention to the anomalous behavior of 
as according to the directions corresponding to 
the small cos X·* 

It is interesting that for Nb, the transition tem
perature of which is about 8° K, the region for the 
second case is perhaps experimentally attainable 
at the present time and Eq. (47) can be checked 
experimentally. 

Up to now we have assumed that the stereo
graphic projection of the Fermi surface is an en
tire sphere. However, for open Fermi surfaces 
the stereographic projection is only part of a 
sphere. For surfaces of the "corrugated" type 
(see reference 14), the unoccupied part of the 
sphere can include large regions. If the sound is 
propagated in a direction perpendicular to the 
" . d" . h unoccup1e reg~on, t en cos x does not have 
small values on the Fermi surface and consequently 
the ultrasonic attenuation is described by Eq. (47). 

We emphasize that in the given range of direc
tions the ultrasonic attenuation is described by 

*Of course, cos X may not be set equal to zero, since the 
condition Ieos xl 2::. c/VF must be fulfilled. 

Eq. (47) under the condition {3~ » 1, i.e., for tem
peratures much higher than required by the con
dition of the second case. 
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